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Harm at work is preventable
Vision Zero is a global initiative from the International Social 
Security Association (ISSA) to create a workplace that is 
safe and healthy for all. IOSH has partnered with ISSA to 
deliver the Vision Zero campaign through training.

The campaign is centered on Vision Zero’s three core 
values – safety, health and wellbeing – which are governed 
by seven golden rules. The course content is designed to 
give learners the knowledge they need to implement a 
preventative strategy in their organisation.

A safe and healthy environment for every 
workplace and business
Certified Vision Zero training offers the chance to create 
a workplace that is safe and healthy for all, based on the 
belief that all work-related accidents, disease and other 
harm are preventable. It is aimed at those who have 
responsibility for creating a preventative culture in the 
workplace.

And because the Vision Zero principles are flexible, they 
can be used in all types of workplaces and all businesses, 
globally.

Why choose certified Vision Zero training 
delivered by IOSH 
Over the last 75 years, IOSH has built a reputation for 
excellence in occupational health and safety training, 
around the world. IOSH’s market-leading courses have 
helped millions of workers at all levels to learn safe and 
healthy working practices. Today, we’re helping ISSA deliver 
the Vision Zero strategy worldwide.

Effective training has a vital role to play in securing a safer 
and healthier world of work. We’ll offer you the content 
and tools you need to successfully deliver training and be 
at the forefront of making Vision Zero a modern 
working reality.

The seven ‘golden rules’ of Vision Zero
The Vision Zero strategy focuses around a culture of 
prevention, delivered by these seven golden rules:

1. Take leadership – demonstrate commitment.

2. Identify hazards – control risks.

3. Define targets – develop programmes.

4. Ensure a safe and healthy system – be well-organised.

5. Ensure safety and health in machines, equipment 
and workplaces.

6. Improve qualifications – develop competence.

7. Invest in people – motivate by participation.

How certified Vision Zero training will 
improve your business
By becoming a professional accredited Vision Zero trainer 
and training a certified Vision Zero course your business 
will:

 – gain accredited training provider status with access to 
the ISSA and IOSH brand

 – be supported by ISSA and IOSH promotional campaigns 
to help attract more students to your course

 – gain access to marketing and other approved training 
provider materials.

Become a professional accredited Vision Zero 
training provider

Certified Vision Zero training – the solution to a safe and 
healthy workplace

IOSH produced materials include: access to an online platform which enables trainers to deliver the face-to-face course to 
delegates, a course presentation featuring interactive sequences of high-quality animated graphics, a set of trainer notes 

(step-by-step guidance on delivering the course), a digital bank of assessment papers and marking papers, including a mock 
paper and a delegate workbook.
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IOSH is the Chartered body for health and safety 
professionals. With more than 47,000 members 
in over 130 countries, we’re the world’s largest 
professional health and safety organisation.

We set standards, and support, develop and 
connect our members with resources, guidance, 
events and training. We’re the voice of the 
profession, and campaign on issues that affect 
millions of working people.

IOSH was founded in 1945 and is a registered 
charity with international NGO status.

IOSH Services Limited is a wholly owned subsidiary 
of the Institution of Occupational Safety and Health. 
Registered in England and Wales (01816826). 
Registered office: as above.

IOSH 
The Grange 
Highfield Drive 
Wigston 
Leicestershire 
LE18 1NN 
UK

t +44 (0)116 257 3100 
www.iosh.com

twitter.com/IOSH_tweets
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